The genus pero Herrich-Schaeffer In the preparation of this paper the writer has to thank the following gentlemen for the loan of specimens, without which the paper could not have appeared in its present more complete form: Dr.
thought to be the occidentalis of Ilulst, and a small western species that was generally regarded as identical with honestarius. Behrensarius Packard was not then autopically known to me. There were besides these several puzzling specimens which could not be placed with any of these three forms, and it was only as material accumulated that they were set aside as good species in themselves. Finally The species has not been recognized since it was first described, and indeed it is doubtful whether Iluist himself knew the limits of his species, as no occidental"i s probably ever reached an expanse of wings of 50 mm., the greatest measurement given by him in his diagnosis of the species.
The species from which this measurement was made undoubtedly refers to giganteus, a Coloradan specimen of which is in his collection labeled as a type of occidentdlis.
The dentate antennae of the male, on which character the genus Marmarea was based and of which occidentalis is the type, determines to which of the two species the name should apply.
The genitalia are stout and robust and the basal projection of the clasper short and broad. The scaphium hook is provided with a shoulder, as in behrenmrius.
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